The scope of international group litigation continues to expand and every jurisdiction has its own set of constantly
evolving rules. Morrison v. National Australia Bank prompted the U.S. to change its policy regarding international
class actions, barring investors who purchase securities on
a foreign exchange from participating in U.S. class actions.

Optimize efficiency in addressing
complex global securities litigation
FRT Global is a monitoring and claims
recovery service that leverages our global
expertise and experience. It is designed to
assist institutional investors in navigating
group securities litigation across the globe.
Our team of claims recovery professionals
has the insight and knowledge to assist in
successful monitoring and claims recovery
of international group action settlements.

As a result, investors must now seek out foreign jurisdictions as a venue for their complaints and bring suits under
non-US law in foreign courts. This requires a comprehensive understanding of the legal mechanisms for handling
group actions in foreign jurisdictions.

FRT offers the most comprehensive
coverage of global class actions

Ongoing or Historical
Cases
High Potential for
Future Cases

The Morrison case changed the landscape for international group action recoveries. Through FRT Global, you will:
 Stay informed on the latest developments in international claims processing across our covered global jurisdictions
 Reduce the risk of missing potentially significant recovery opportunities outside the U.S.
 Tap into our expertise and guidance in navigating through the complexity of global group actions and make
informed decisions on your participation in these cases

The FRT Global Service takes a tiered approach in order to
meet each client’s international group action litigation needs
Tier 1 — Monitoring & Research Element
We provide you with access to detailed information and customized guidance
based on the requirements of each jurisdiction and country in our coverage list.
 Active monitoring of international group actions and email alerts that notify
you of applicable cases and potential eligibility
 Using your data, we’ll create an opportunity analysis detailing case eligibility
and the required steps for each country
 Receive country profiles that provide insight into the group claims process in
different jurisdictions and the local players involved, including regular updates of country-specific requirements for participation
 For actions with multiple competing organizers, FRT provides visuals to easily compare organizers, litigation strategies and participation requirements
 Ongoing insight through quarterly newsletters and private webinar briefings

Tier 2 — Data Analysis and Participation Support
Upon identifying eligibility, FRT will collaborate with the client through evaluation, participation and resolution of the entire litigation process.
 FRT will provide loss/damage calculations, research and support necessary
to make informed decisions about international participation
 If you choose to participate in any group action, FRT will facilitate connections
with the local processing agents and case organizers and provide support
throughout the litigation process
 Your FRT analyst is available any time to provide ongoing participation support and custom research requests on particular cases or jurisdictions

Financial Recovery Technologies is a
technology-based services firm that helps
institutional investors identify eligibility, file
claims and collect funds made available in
securities class action settlements.
We’ve helped numerous firms uncover
funds and meet their fiduciary requirements with our turnkey class action claims
services.
Only FRT:

 Applies advanced technology to automate back-end processes & calculate
recognized loss

 Provides best-in-class service from a

team of knowledgeable recovery professionals

 Delivers expertise in the complex global
class action recovery market

Contact us today to request a copy
of FRT’s International Group
Actions Whitepaper.
339.674.1000
info@frtservices.com
www.frtservices.com

